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ʿAudhu Billāhi min ash-Shayṭān al-Rajīm, Bismillāh al-
Raḥmān al-Raḥīm. Alḥamdullilāhi Rabbil ʿAlamīn, waṣalatu 
wassalām ʿala rasūlillahil karīm, wa ʿala alihī wa aṣḥābī wa 

man tabiʿahum bi-iḥsān ilāʾ yawm al-dīn; wa baʿḍ. 
 

Answering the Lies of Zulfiker Ibrahim 
Memon, the Deceiving Kazzab and the 
Clear Deception of Abd al-Haqq b. Shaykh 
Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi 
 
-:The Allegation:- 
Abd al-Haqq, the son of Shaykh Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi 
wrote a bayan on the 17th of August 2017. He wrote the bayan 
twice, the second one with his official seal. The summary of 
this written bayan is that I lied in claiming that I read hadith 
upon Shaykh Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi, that I never travelled 
to him and I don’t have an Ijazah in Hadith from him. 
 
At the same time, Abd al-Haqq also released an audio note 
which can be summarized as him saying that I claimed to have 
read hadith upon the former Shaykh ul-Hadith of Jamia 
Salafiyyah Banaras, Shaykh Abdus Salam Madani. Abd al-
Haqq said this is all incorrect and that im lying and being 
deceptive. He claims that I asked him to go the major scholars 
and get Ijazah in hadith for me. Also, that I claim I am the 
student of his father and I travelled to India and studied 
hadith with him. Abd al-Haqq claims that he went to Shaykh 
Abdus Salam Madani and informed him of my request and 
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Shaykh Abdus Salam Madani said to him that I need to 
actually read hadith to him for him to issue me with an Ijazah 
in Hadith. Also, that if I claim to have read hadith to him, I 
should present the Ijazahs for the Isnad of the books of hadith 
to prove I am truthful.  
 
Abd al-Haqq also said he heard Shaykh Wasiullahs Abbas’s 
audio of 2017 and based on all of this he wants to inform the 
people that I am a fraud and liar.  
 
The Latest Audio of 28/10/19 
Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon and his team released a very recent 
audio from Abd al-Haqq which supercedes his previous audio 
of 2017. In this recent audio Abd al-Haqq claims that I called 
him numerous times last week through different numbers and 
threatened him to release an audio in my defence as I claimed 
I had ijazah in hadith from his father and I would prove he is 
a liar for lying. 
 
-: My Ijazah:- 
You will find a photo of my Ijazah from Shaykh Muhammad 
Ra’is Nadwi that I received directly from him on the 19th of 
Ramadhan 1428H corresponding to the 1st of October 2007, 
around about 12 years ago. It is stamped with the official seal 
of the Shaykh. The Shaykh was very weak and feeble at the 
time.  
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Abu Habibullah as-Somali, this hero was perhaps 4-5 years 
old and just starting school at reception, and he has been 
going around in his blind attack of me and his blind defence 
of his lying, fabricating deceptive ‘Sheikh’, one of the biggest 
kazzabs the east and west has seen. 
 
How would Abd al-Haqq remember anything, as he is an 
outright liar and fabricator of lies, as you will come to know. 
He can’t even remember what happened 1 week ago, let alone 
12 years ago. You will see how he lied repeatedly and how he 
got caught lying. Shaykh Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi’s Ijazah is 
not some cheap paper that you can buy over the counter in 
your local supermarket especially with the official stamp. I 
asked these liars to tell me how the Ijazah should be and they 
failed to reply, because all they wanted to do was to says its 
not an original, once they found out I had it.  
 
* * * NOW, I ASK ZULFIKER IBRAHIM MEMON AND 
HIS BLIND FOLLOWERS TO PRODUCE ZULFIKER’S 
IJAZAH * * * 
 
-: The Reality of the Kazzab, Zulfiker Ibrahim 
Memon and his Association with Shaykh 
Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi:- 
Abd al-Haqq told me that Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon, when he 
came to Shaykh Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi, he did not even 
spend more than a full day and he goes around claiming he is 
a student of the Shaykh. He did not even study anything. This 
report comes from Abd al-Haqq, who is a liar and hence 
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unreliable but let Zulfiker show the world how long he was 
there for and was it just around 1 day or more. 
 
Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon for many years has been 
reproducing letters from Shaykh Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi, 
that he has permission to translate the Shaykhs works and 
other general letters, attempting to show his close relationship 
with the Shaykh. He lies that he was close to the Shaykh etc.  
 
Abd al-Haqq told Abd al-Wahhab Mahmud al-Surti of 
Gujurat, a well known brother, that Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon 
has been lying about the letters, because Shaykh Muhammad 
Ra’is never wrote them, but I (Abd al-Haqq) wrote them and 
Zulfiker is going around lying and deceiving the people that 
these letters are from the Shaykh. Anyone can call Abd al-
Wahhab Mahmud al-Surti and verify this information. 
 
-:Evidencing the Truth and Answering the Lying 
deception of Both Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon and 
Abd al-Haqq, the Kazzabs.:- 
At first, when I heard of these allegations from Abd al-Haqq 
which Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon was spreading like wildfire in 
order to discredit me due to my warning privately of his evil 
character and the fitnah he was causing. I thought I would 
ignore it as Allah and the people know the truth.  
 
I also thought in my response to Abd al-Haqq he would be 
proved to be a compulsive, treacherous and slanderous liar 
and the negative impact that would have on the family of 
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Shaykh Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi, Rahimahullah, and so I 
remained silent. 
 
As the written bayan and audio recording was being spread in 
various circles I still remained silent and patient, despite 
knowing the true reality and other information and 
interactions I had with Abd al-Haqq. 
 
Then on the 19th of September, I received Shaykh Wasiullah’s 
2017 audio, Abd al-Haqq’s written bayan and his audio via a 
few people which was shared in a WhatsApp group based in 
Pakistan, by Zulfiker and his friends. He said that we need to 
write a thorough reply to this and clarify the truth. So I 
decided that I would reply. 
 
Dear readers, what you will read will shock you and send a 
chilling shudder up your spine with regards to the most 
repulsive deceptive lies you could ever hear in your life. At 
first, when the translation of the written bayan was released 
by Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon, I still thought I don’t want to 
expose Abd al-Haqq as inevitably the negative impact would 
fall back on Shaykh Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi.  
 
However, when they released Abd al-Haqq’s recording on 
28/10/2019, I was left with no option except to expose both 
deceiving outright liars, Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon and Abd 
Haqq, the Kazzabs. 
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-:The History of my Conversations with Abd al-
Haq:- 
My conversations and interactions with Abd al-Haqq are 
sporadically spread over a decade and the evidences that I 
have, go as far back as my current phone, all of which I will 
share and expose the lies of these evil liars. 
 
In 2017 and in 2018, Abd al-Haqq would call me regularly 
always requesting money from me. Whatever money I would 
have, I would send him, whatever my status allowed me to 
and at other times I would decline. This asking for money 
relationship was over a decade old. The significance of 2017 
and 2018, is that it was during these conversations that Abd 
al-Haqq informed me of Shaykhs Wasiullah’s unresearched 
criticism of me, that I steal books and the slanderous 
allegations of plagiarism, which I have answered. 
 
We would have regular conversations in general and he would 
speak ill of Zulfiker and how he had treated him so and so 
forth. Abd al-Haqq told me that during the Summer of 2019 
Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon travelled to India and he bribed 
Abd al-Haqq with money and other false promises, and so 
Abd al-Haqq was upset that Zulfiker had taken books and 
manuscripts of Shaykh Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi and not 
given him a single rupee. Furthermore, Zulfiker Ibrahim 
Memon had called Abd al-Haqq and insulted him and he was 
very abusive towards him. 
 
I naturally said, well it serves you right because I have been 
warning you that Zulfiker is a lying cheating fraud and he has 
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done such things to countless other people, he already knew 
this. He asked me for help, and I said I could not as I am not 
on speaking terms with Zulfiker who is an outright liar. I told 
him that the best thing for him to do was to speak to Shaykh 
Wasiullah and the other scholars and present his case.  
 
Anyone that knows Abd al-Haqq, knows that he was never 
been straight or upfront with anyone, except lies and 
deception, but when you think of Shaykh Muhammad Ra’is’s 
family, you always overlook the shortcomings of Abd al-
Haqq. Abd al-Haqq’s reality is known to most people who 
have had dealings and interactions with him. 
 
Another conversation I had with him in late 2017, he asked 
me if I was in speaking terms with Zulfiker Ibrahim and I said 
no and he realized a grave error. At the time I was not able to 
understand the significance of this question. It later became 
clear to me the reason Abd al-Haqq had asked me this 
question was because Zulfiker had stolen my Ijazah. Abd al-
Haqq had given him my Ijazah from Shaykh Abdus Salam 
Madani and Zulfiker told him that he would give me the 
ijazah. I will evidence this all later, In-Sha-Allah. 
 
-:My Initial Conversation with Abd al-Haqq – 21st 
September 2019 / 22nd Muharram 1441:- 
The evidences I have show Abd al-Haqq is an outright liar and 
this will become clear to you during this discourse In-Sha-
Allah. After I received the written bayan and audios of both 
Shaykh Wasiullah and Abd al-Haqq, my brothers advised me 
to do publish a thorough and comprehensive answer by 
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exposing the lies and and clarifying the truth. So on the same 
day on the 19th of September 2019, I sent Abd al-Haqq a 
WhatsApp message. 
 
So, on the 21st of September I called Abd al-Haqq and I told 
him that I had read his bayan and heard his audio and why 
did he do that? I had a brother with me who also heard all the 
conversation and due to the reality and integrity of Abd al-
Haqq the conversation was recorded. Unfortunately, I lost 
this conversation, however, the conclusion of the 
conversations was that, 
 
1. Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon lied to Abd al-Haqq about 
everything, he had deceived and mislead him about many 
issues. 
 
2. Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon forced, intimidated and coerced 
Abd al-Haqq to write the false and slanderous bayan and to 
record the audio message. 
 
3. Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon made some false promises to Abd 
al-Haqq about many issues and put pressure on him perhaps 
due to other things he had on him. 
 
4. Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon bribed Abd al-Haqq and enticed 
him with money to write the false and slanderous bayan. 
 
5. Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon took full advantage and exploited 
the financial situation and the poverty of Shaykh Muhammad 
Ra’is Nadwi’s family, his own teacher’s family!!! 
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6. Abd al-Haqq was extremely sorry and apologetic for his 
actions and he did this because his mother asked him to do it. 
He was forced and coerced. 
 
7. Abd al-Haqq was informed by Zulfiker that the written 
bayan and audio message would remain private and would 
never be made public. It was under this pretense that he wrote 
the false and slanderous bayan and recorded the audio.  
 
8. Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon promised and gave repeated 
assurances to Abd al-Haqq that he would financially assist in 
his children’s education and help with getting Abd al-Haqq’s 
sister married, i.e. Shaykh Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi’s 
daughter. 
 
Naturally, I was very upset that someone could behave like 
that and release a bayan and audio that have been circulating 
for two years based on this deception. I reassured Abd al-Haqq 
repeatedly that I had the Ijazah and that it was in my other 
house. I also informed him that at my earliest convenience I 
will find the ijazah and send it to him and then he could issue 
and record an audio in my defence and expose Zulfiker’s 
gangster and thug mentality, in how he, due to his compulsive 
lying had manipulated Abd al-Haqq. He agreed.  
 
I also informed him, when I do release my ijazah, it will show 
that you made a huge error and your never bothered to ask 
me if I had studied with Shaykh Muhammad Ra’is even once 
during our conversations spanning 10 years. I also said to him, 
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you have an excuse that you were ma’zur, meaning you had 
an excuse due to your dire circumstances but as long as you 
tell the truth, because the truth is what is important and this 
is what Allah and his Messenger Sallalalhu Alayhi Wasallam 
love.  
 
-:My Second Conversation with Abd al-Haqq – 
25th September 2019 / 26th Muharram 1441:- 
From the 21st of September to the 25th September, in the four 
days, I was still unable to go to my other house to find the 
Ijazah. 
 
In the early hours of the 25th of September 2019, Abd al-Haqq 
called me on WhatsApp, I was unable to take the call. So I 
called him back and as per the settings on my phone I 
recorded the conversation. The transcription and translation 
of this conversation are as follows. Please be prepared at the 
sheer level of hypocrisy, deception and outright blatant 
slanderous lies of Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon, his deception, 
coercion and intimidation and the reality of Abd al-Haqq 
 
A Conversation between Abd al-Haqq Salafi (son of al-
Allamah Shaykh Ra'is Nadwi) And Abu Khuzaimah Imran 
Masoom Ansari 
 
On the 26th of Muharram, 1441 corresponding to 25th 
September, 2019 
  
Abd al-Haqq: Assalamu Alaykum Wa Rahmatullah 
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Abu Khuzaimah: Walaykumus Salam, respected Shaykh, how 
are you? Alhamdulillah. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: How are you? Is everything okay? 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Alhamdulillah, Alhamdulillah, how are you? 
Are you okay? 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Yes, I am fine and what is the situation over 
there (in the west) as Zulfiker has spread lies against you. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Pardon, (not having heard what Abd al-
Haqq said). 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Meaning that Zulfiker has really spread these 
allegations about you. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: yes, he has sent it to people, and also sent it 
in a WhatsApp group. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Have patience regarding it and make Du'a to 
Allah, I ASK YOU TO FORGIVE ME FOR WHAT I DID 
BECAUSE I WROTE (the bayan) WHILE BEING 
FORCED AND INTIMIDATED. 
  
Abu Khuzaimah: Okay, but how were you forced and 
intimidated? 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Well, actually the reality is that we have a family 
type of relationship and there is some connection with my 
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mother and everyone else. So he said to my mother that I 
should write this (statement or bayan), so my mother said 
write the statement and so I [wrote it]. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Right okay? So, does your respected mother 
know about his affair know? 
  
Abd al-Haqq: Yes, yes, my respected mother knows. 
However, whatever he (i.e Zulfiker) says, my respected 
mother listens to him. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: When who says something? When he 
(Zulfiker) says something? 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Yes, Zulfiker, whatever Zulfiker says. Anyhow, 
I MADE A MISTAKE AND THAT MISTAKE WAS 
MADE BY ME, RIGHT. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Sure. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: I MADE THE MISTAKE, SO PLEASE 
FORGIVE ME FROM YOUR HEART. WHAT COULD I 
HAVE DONE, I WAS IN A VERY DIFFICULT 
SITUATION (I.E. COMPELLED AND COERCED) 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Okay, sure. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Yes. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Yes, okay. 
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Abd al-Haqq: AND THIS IS THE REASON FOR 
CALLING YOU, IN ORDER TO ASK YOU FOR YOUR 
FORGIVENESS. I did not even know him (Zulfiker) in this 
way and that he would behave like this. Now look, you 
informed me that he spoke to girls in that way (disgusting 
illicit chats with non-Mahram women) but we concealed his 
sins and I never spread this to anyone. However, he (Zulfiker) 
spread bad things about me, for example that I hit my mother 
and that I do this and that, he is spreading this right? 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Yes. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: He is spreading this, right? 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Yes, absolutely without a doubt, he is 
spreading this (lie). Do you know Shaykh Shuayb Junagarhi? 
 
Abd al-Haqq: yes 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: I found out via his route that he called you, 
I came to know that he had called you, but I also know that 
various other people are informing us that Zulfiker is 
spreading (these lies) that Abd al-Haqq hits and beats and his 
mother. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: So, he said this to Shuayb Junagarhi? 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: This is what I have heard, no, rather, what 
I heard is that Shuayb Junagarhi said to him (i.e. Zulfiker) 
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that he should call you (because the lies he was spreading), 
this is the type of conversation that took place, I do not know 
the specific details regarding this matter, but what I certainly 
do know is that, this lie is being circulated among the people. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Shuayb Junagarhi also knows that (Zulfiker) is 
a big fitnah maker, when he reconciled between us (i.e. Abd 
al-Haqq and Zulfiker) he said that he knows he (Zulfiker) is 
an emotionally aggressive person… 
 
Abd al-Haqq: (he gets emotional and switches the issues and 
says) FORGIVE ME, IS THAT OKAY. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Sure. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: WHAT COULD I HAVE DONE, I GOT 
CAUGHT AND DECEIVED IN HIS FITNAH JUST AS 
ABD ALLAH BIN SABA GOT CAUGHT UP IN THE 
PROVOCATION OF THE JEWS AND THE PEOPLE 
CAUSED A LOT OF HARM. LIKEWISE, AND IN THE 
SAME WAY, HE ALSO COERCED AND FORCED ME 
(TO WRITE THIS BAYAN). 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: What else did he say, because he got an 
audio clarification from you as well as two written letters or 
statements.  
 
Abd al-Haqq: Yes, he got the bayan (clarification) from me 
and the reality is that we are poor people, he played with our 
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emotional state and BRIBED US WITH MONEY, and he 
also promised us other things. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: And how about regarding marriage, did he 
say that about your daughters or sisters or something like that. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Yes, he also said that I will get your sister 
married. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: You mean the marriage of Shaykh Ra'is's 
daughter? 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Yes, that’s right. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: So did he fulfil his later on? 
 
Abd al-Haqq: No not at all, when did he do it? His not the 
father of the daughter is he? We will have to try ourselves and 
so that she gets married.  
 
Abu Khuzaimah: SubhanAllah, May Allah make it easy for 
you. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Hmmmm. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: So, does your mother still talk to him and 
does she still listen to him? Have you informed her of his 
reality and what kind of person he actually is? 
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Abd al-Haqq: No, no, in reality our mother is not likely to 
listen to us, our mother listens to him a lot. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Okay. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Whatever he says, she agrees with him because 
the truth of the matter is, she is not educated. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Sure. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: So, she does not understand properly. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Okay, SubhanAllah, May Allah protect her. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Amin 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: These people are very bad, what should I tell 
you (as there is so much). I shall inform you of two realities 
concerning them so please listen carefully. He said to two 
people that he will get them married, okay. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Whose wedding was it? 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: There were two young guys, here in 
England. They are alive and real people. One man and his 
son, the father is approximately 60 years old and the father of 
the other boy is around 50 years old. He said to both boys 
that he will get them married and then at the end stage, when 
the whole household was ready, the clothes and everything 
had been purchased and everything was ready, he (Zulfiker 
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Ibrahim Memon) says to the boys and their parents that he 
wants to continue talking to the girls (of the proposal he put 
forward), meaning that he wants to stay in contact. The boys 
and their parents said this is highly inappropriate because they 
will be married. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Yes, of course that is correct. Oh okay, so he 
portrays himself as someone who has taqwa and piety, but he 
has not stopped this evil behaviour. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Yes, he has not stopped this evil behaviour. 
In his defence he said (the girls) will be married and living in 
a different country and he would want to know how their 
health and other such things. However, Shaykh, people get 
married very far and their people do not need to contact them 
in this way. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Yes, yes, that’s correct. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Yes, just make du’a that Allah, The Most 
High, makes things easy for the people. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Yes, may Allah make it easy for you people.  
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Yes, so when did he get you to write this 
bayan? When did you give it to him? 
 
Abd al-Haqq: A very long time ago, he got me to write this a 
very long time ago. 
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Abu Khuzaimah: But during that time you were in contact 
with me during that time. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Yes! I was indeed in contact with you, but the 
issue is that I MADE A MISTAKE, I MADE A VERY BIG 
MISTAKE AND ERROR, PLEASE FORGIVE ME FROM 
YOUR HEART. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Yes, that’s fine and I said to you on the same 
day, that whatever you’ve done, I have forgiven you, but the 
emotion of being upset still remains in the heart, which takes 
time to heal. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Yes, that will certainly take time. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: So if this is the reality and truth, then you 
should make a clarification and I will definitely send you the 
(Ijazah of the) Sanad. I have the Ijazah 100%, 100%, 100%, 
it is not in this house, but it is in the other house and I will 
try to go there today In-Sha-Allah and try look for it. I have a 
library and I will have to look for it there but I definitely have 
it. I make Allah, The Most High, my witness, that I have your 
respected father's sanad otherwise how would I have acquired 
it? If I did not read upon him, how would I have acquired it 
(i.e. the Sanad) 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Yes, yes that is correct (i.e. how would you have 
got it then) 
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Abu Khuzaimah: Also, but that is a separate issue, but the lie 
and how he (Zulfiker) forced and intimidated you, you can at 
least make a clarification regarding that! 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Yes, In-Sha-Allah, we can make a clarification 
regarding that. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Hmmm... he is a very evil person and ... 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Yes, yes very much so, he got me to do 
something very evil and bad for the sake of money and bribing 
me. He said he will help (with funds) to educate my boys, I 
will do this and I will do that and I will get your sister married, 
and so I was deceived by him through his words  
 
Abu Khuzaimah: So, what did Shuayb Junagarhi actually say?  
 
Abd al-Haqq: I have not actually spoken to Shuayb Junagarhi 
(recently) we spoke a while back that Zulfiker is an 
emotionally aggressive person but reconcile with him. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Okay, okay. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: So I said that’s fine. 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Okay that is fine Shaykh, I will call you 
again later, my daughter is crying, I will call you later, In-Sha-
Allah. 
 
Abd al-Haqq: okay 
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Abu Khuzaimah: Jazakallahu Khaira 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Assalamu Alaykum 
 
Abu Khuzaimah: Wa Alaykumus Salam. 
 
Dear readers, you have read the clear, open slanderous 
accusations against me by both Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon and 
Abd al-Haqq. 
 
How can a person like Abd al-Haqq and Zulfiker Ibrahim 
Memon lie so much, use deception, coerce, force, bribe, 
intimidate someone, take advantage of their financial and 
emotional situation and then have this false and fabricated 
bayan. 
 
All I can say, this shows Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon is an evil 
deceptive liar and he will stoop to any level in order to cheat, 
fraud and lie. This is the same individual who people take 
knowledge from, this is the kind of individual his students 
were defending blindly, this is the kind of person Zulfiker’s 
die hard fans and muqallidin were protecting and helping. 
The people of innovation do not even behave like this and this 
individual, the kazzab, Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon has broken 
all bounds in deception, deceit, coercing, bullying, 
intimidation and preyed on people’s situations.  
 
He did not do this to any general people, but rather he 
manipulated and coerced his owns teacher’s family, the great 
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Shaykh Muhaddith and Allamah, Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi. 
He lied to them, made false promises which he never intended 
to keep and took serious advantage of their situation. What 
kind of disgusting and vile person does that to anyone, let 
alone to the family of his own teacher? This is the reality of 
Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon, the outright fallacious slanderous 
liar. 
 
-:Further Evidence of the Deception of Abd al-
Haqq:- 
Abd al-Haqq had messaged me himself on the 1st of August 
2019. I replied to his Salam, as I have already mentioned and 
sent him a WhatsApp message on the 19th of September 2019. 
On the 20th of September he returned the call and called me 
twice but I was unable to pick up and I said I would return 
the call very shortly. So I returned the call at 08:42 but he did 
not pick up. He then called me 7 times on the 20th of 
September 2019. And then again on the 21st of September. 
See screenshots below for evidence. 
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I then managed to call him and he picked up and our 
conversation ensued as I have outlined above points 1-8 on 
pages 12-13. I lost the recording of this conversation and I am 
in the process of trying to acquire this and working with 
people who have technical knowledge concerning this. 
 
After speaking to Abd al-Haqq I informed him of his written 
bayan and audio voice note and then I sent them to him on 
the same day i.e. on the 21st of September 2019. See 
screenshot below for evidence 
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I sent another message of Assalamu Alaykum to Abd al-Haqq 
on the 22nd of September. Then on the 25th of September 
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2019, in the early hours Abd al-Haqq send me a voice note. 
Abd al-Haqq requests that I send him the Ijazah from his 
father and he would write a clarifying bayan for me (The 
audio is saved with me) it states 
 
Abd al-Haqq (07:09): Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullah wa 
Barakatuhu, Shaykh I hope that you are well. The Sanadul 
Ijazah you received and studied with my father, please send 
me a copy of this and I will write a clarifying note for you. 
Walaykum asalam. 
 
Abd al-Haqq (07:21): Assalamu Alaykum Shaykh please 
receive my phone calls. 
 
See the screenshot below for evidence 
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I was not able to take the morning calls as I was getting my 
children ready for school. 
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Then I called him back on the same day around, 25th 
September 2019 at 07:24 and recorded a 9.02 minutes of a 
conversation. This is the transcript you read above, wherein 
he explains how he was bribed, forced and coerced by Zulfiker 
Ibrahim Memon to write the bayan and record the audio 
voice note. 
  
As you can see from the screenshot Abd al-Haqq called me 
again at 12:41, and so I returned the call and we had another 
24:02 minutes of conversation and this is also recorded and 
will be released soon, In-sha-Allah. This conversation also 
highlights the evil lies and deception of Zulfiker Ibrahim 
Memon, his evil plotting, treacherous behavior, deceits and 
open lies, his trickery and deliberate attempt to conceal the 
truth about my ijazah. This was my last conversation with 
Abd al-Haqq. 
 
On the same day, the 25th September at 13:57 I sent Abd al-
Haqq a written message telling him he should send me a voice 
note and mention in detail what actually really happened. 
That, he had the evidence i.e the ijazah of me having read 
hadith to Shaykh Abdus Salam Madani, that he had it in his 
own hand and possession and he gave it to Zulfiker Ibrahim 
Memon, who lied and said he would give it to me. He still has 
this and he is holding onto stolen property, my ijazah. 
 
I also said to Abd al-Haqq, you had the evidence in your own 
hand but yet you deliberately lied so badly and recorded an 
audio voice note saying that I was lying and I had not read 
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hadith to Shaykh Abdus Salam Madani, how could you be so 
unjust and oppress me with so such a dirty and blatant lie. I 
also said this was an Islamic obligation upon him to clarify the 
truth with regards to the huge lie he uttered and it’s a must 
that you answer for this. See screenshot above for evidence. 
 
Then on 11th of October Abd al-Haqq called me at 15:52 and 
I missed this call and on the 12th of October 2019, I replied 
Assalamu alaykum. 
 
Then on the 25th of October 2019 Abd al-Haqq called me 
again at 10:15 and I missed this call. I replied back with 
Assalamu alaykum and then I called back at 10:27 but Abd 
al-Haqq never picked up. Then I sent another message saying 
Ji Shaykh. This is evidenced in the screenshot below. 
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Then Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon and his blind followers, who 
have been following and promoting him based on these lies, 
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published the translation of Abd al-Haqqs written bayan. I 
immediately sent Abd al-Haqq a screenshot on the 30th of 
October 2019. And I said: 
 
Asalamu alaykum Shaykh, look at what they have published 
now.  
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And I called the Shaykh 4 times on the 30th of October, 2019 
at 08:37, 08:39, 08:41 and 16:20. My aim was to tell him that 
I have found my Ijazah and I will send it to him but Abd al-
Haqq was not even picking the phone up. Then at 08:38 on 
the same day I sent him a photo of the Ijazah and then I 
deleted it, because I sensed that I had been calling Abd al-
Haqq and he was being evasive, so I deleted the photo 
because, I felt he only deserved the photo of the Ijazah only 
after I had spoken to him. This is evidenced in the screenshots 
above and below. 
 
Then I sent Abd al-Haqq a voice note on the 31st of October 
2019 at 12:38 stating 
 
Assalamu alaykum wa Rahmatullah wa Barakatuhu, Shaykh 
Abd al-Haqq, I am Imran Masoom Abu Khuzaimah Ansari 
speaking. I wanted to speak to you about the Sanadul Ijazah 
with you, I have Alhamdulillah now found it, so please 
contact me In-Sha-Allah so that we may speak, Jazakallahu 
Khaira, Assalamu alaykum Wa Rahmatullah wa Barakatuhu. 
 
He has not replied. 
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-: Wali ud Din Durrani Sends me the 
Video/Audio of Abd al-Haqq which was 
conducted on the 28th of October 2019 
Wali ud Din Durrani then sent me this audio/video on the 
2nd of November. He and the young boy, Abu Habibullah as-
Somali posted the said video on Instagram on the same day. I 
have highlighted the allegations of this video/audio above. 
 
The lies of Abd al-Haqq are clear. He claims that I called him 
numerous times from different numbers during last week and 
he was “stunned” and when he picked up the phone it was 
me.  
 
The First Lie  
That he was called from various different numbers. I only 
have one number which I have used for almost two decades. 
 
The Second Lie:  
That I called him numerous times last week. This is a huge 
blatant lie, no doubt Abd al-Haqq is a bad kazzab. Abd al-
Haqq called me on the 11th of October and I did not call him 
but rather replied with Assalamu alaykum. He was the one 
who called me on the 25th of October and I called him back 
and even then he never picked up. This is all evidenced above 
in the screenshots. I also ask ANYONE to come and look at 
my phone and see the evidences and the truth for themselves. 
 
So, I never even called him once before the 28th of October 
except on the 25th while returning his call. My last call to him 
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was on the 25th of September, which was 24:02 and that was 
recorded.  
 
I called Abd al-Haqq after the the 30th of October 2019, when 
Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon, Wali ud Din Durrani and Abu 
Habibibullah and co spread the translation of the written 
bayan of Abd al-Haqq from 2017. Even then Abd al-Haqq 
never picked up, because he is an outright blatant liar just as 
Zulfiker and his blind followers like Wali ud Din Durrani, 
Abu Habibullah as-Somali, Uzayr Nazir, Abul Baihaqi Umar 
Farouq and the rest of these ignorant liars. 
 
Wait till we release the 24 minute audio!!! 
 
The Third Lie 
Abd al-Haqq, as spread by Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon, Wali ud 
Din Durrani and Abu Habibullah as-Somali, the teenager, 
that I threatened Abd al-Haqq to release an audio in my 
defence. You can read and In-Sha-Allah also hear the audio 
conversation with Abd al-Haqq, that I was very placid and 
calm with him, I did not threaten him at all whatsoever, this 
is another outright fallacious slander.  
 
-: The Disgusting Deception and Treachery of 
Abd al-Haqq:- 
Abd al-Haqq is the most deceptive and lying person second 
to Zulfiker. Abd al-Haqq wrote his bayan on the 17th of 
August 2017, as you can see from the photos. You will see 
how this Abd al-Haqq has two faces and has portrayed the 
traits of hypocrites, May Allah save us from such traits and 
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Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon is exactly the same and this is the 
tarbiyyah he gives his family and students. Yes, she is not our 
mother, Oh you evil Kazzab. 
 
Well, literally four days (4) after Abd al-Haqq’s bayan (of 
17/8/2017) where he slanderously called me a liar and that I 
am a cheat and a fraud, on the 22nd of August 2017, Abd al-
Haqq sends me a message!!! Yes, dear readers, what was that 
message you ask? I will show you. 
 
This shows and this is an evidence that Abd al-Haqq, despite 
being a liar and treacherous, and this is a qara’in i.e. 
supporting evidence that he did not believe what he wrote or 
said about me, as he contacted me literally four days later. 
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The Message from Abd al-Haqq reads: 
 
Dr. (This is an incorrect title for me) Abu Khuzaimah Imran 
Masoom al-Ansari. Assalamu Alaykum Wa Rahmatullah wa 
Barakatuhu, could you contact me. Walaykum Assalam wa 
Rahmatullah wa Barakatuhu. Your Abd al-Haqq Salafi 
Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi. 
 
I replied that I called you back. 
 
Then I get two missed calls. And another message which reads 
 
Dr (an incorrect title for me) Abu Khuzaimah Hafizhullah 
Assalamu Alaykum Wa Rahmatullah Wa Barakatuhu, I hope 
that you are well. I wanted to say that this year we do not have 
animal to sacrifice (for Eid ul-Adha) and therefore I request 
from you that you arrange an animal for us (in other words 
can you send me some money for us to buy the animal), it will 
be very much appreciated. Walaykum Asalam Wa 
Rahmatullah.  
 
What kind of person does this? Just four days before you tell 
the whole world im a liar, a cheat and a fraud and here you 
say Hafizahulah and ask me for money!! Subhanallah what 
kind of deception is this. What treachery and double-faced is 
this? What kind of sane person does this? This is a prime 
example how Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon manipulated and used 
Abd al-Haqq for his own motive and personal gains.  
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Unbeknown to me, I had no idea what Abd al-Haqq had said 
about me to Zulfiker and what he had written. I only found 
out in September 2019. So, for the following two years this is 
what happened from August 2017 until October 2019. And 
everyone can see the phone calls and the repeated requests for 
money.  
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This voice note, is exactly almost after a year on the 22nd of 
August 2018, at 16:42, Abd al-Haqq says, 
 
Assalamu Alaykum Wa Rahmatullah, Shaykh, talk to me its 
something very important 
 
(This was also another message asking me for money) 
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The blocked out blue message was a personal response. 
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On the 15th of September 2018 Abd al-Haqq sent me the 
following message (as seen in the screenshot) 
 
Shaykh Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullah, send me some 
money in the next two-three days and it will be appreciated. 
 
The audio voice notes is: 
 
Abd al-Haqq: Assalamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullah, I am Abd 
al-Haqq bin Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi. Shaykh whatever I 
said to you yesterday (about the money) would you keep this 
in mind, and could you arrange the money in the next two to 
three days. Walaykum Asalam.  
  
Dear Readers, you can see the repeated call after call and 
regular requests for money. Allah is my witness I helped Abd 
al-Haqq financially despite my own difficulty. I had no 
intention of bringing any of these things up and may Allah 
forgive my many shortcomings, I also mention this for 
clarification alone.  My answer to Zulfiker and his blind 
followers was just to present my Ijazah, but Abd al-Haqq’s 
treacherous audio of the 28th of October 2019 left me no 
choice but to expose him.  
 
I overlooked the 2017 audio and written bayan as I thought 
when someone is in a difficult situation we are told to be 
gentle, soft and kind hearted and look what Abd al-Haqq did. 
 
What pains me the most is and I have difficulty sleeping at 
night about this, that when I would speak to Shaykh 
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Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi via phone during his later years and 
I would call him regularly, he would cry at how people were 
treating him. The people he worked for, how they dumped 
him in a small room with very little pension money. I have 
never been able to remove that crying sound from my ears and 
it haunts me to this day, which I don’t think I will ever be able 
to recover from.  
 
A scholar of the calibre of Shaykh Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi, 
the defender of the truth, of the Ahl al-Hadith and Salafiyyah, 
the one who single handedly shunned the people of Bid’ah 
and deviation. The one who wrote the likes of al-Lamhat and 
his multi volume books against the Deobandis in their 
Tahaffuz Sunnah conferences and booklets. When a man like 
that cries, it stays with you for a very long time. 
 
These are some of the things I mentioned in my my third, 24 
minute, conversation with Abd al-Haqq. Which was that I 
forgive him because he is the Shaykh’s son, but then he goes 
and does this treachery and releases another deceptive audio 
bayan against me. 
 
In summary and conclusion, I have shown in great detail that 
Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon is an evil lying deceptive Kazzab. 
He has ruined the reputation and tarnished the status of 
Shaykh Allamah Muhaddith Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi and 
his family. Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon and his ignorant blind 
followers have also given the Shaykh a bad name and that Abd 
al-Haqq, May Allah guide him, Amin, is not to be trusted on 
any account. 
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They attempted to refute me and accused me of lying and 
deceit and all sorts and look at how Allah, The Mighty and 
Majestic exposed all of them. 
 
Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon is an outright evil deceitful kazzab, 
he is not to be trusted with anything on any account, he is a 
compulsive liar and deceiver. May Allah guide him and his 
followers, Amin. He is very bad news and I warn everyone to 
stay away from him.  
 
This is an example in how he manipulates weak people and 
uses their shortcomings and situations to his advantage, 
manipulating innocent people for his benefit and gains. He is 
doing this right now with all of his blind followers and I have 
clearly told you, I know Zulfiker longer than all of you and he 
will do the same to you, because he has no morals or integrity.  
 
In summary and in conclusion we find that 
 

•   Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon is an outright blatant 
deceptive liar. 
 

•   He uses his position of studentship, to coerce, bully, 
intimidate and manipulate people to lie, cheat and 
spread falsehood, at the expense of peoples honour. 

 
•   Zulfiker manipulated Shaykh Muhammad Ra’is 

Nawdi’s family by using their financial situation of 
poverty to bribe them with money and to lie. He 
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preyed on Shaykh Ra’is’s wife, son and daughter, with 
reckless regard for the truth. Is this the respect they 
deserve, while Zulfiker goes around telling people he 
is Shaykh Ra’is’s student? 

 
•   Zulfiker stole my Ijazah of hadith from Shaykh Abdus 

Salam Madani. He has had it in his possession for over 
2 years and he has still not given it back. This proves 
he is a thief and steals people’s property and the books 
of the Ulama. 

 
•   Zulfiker will stoop to any level, lie, cheat, trick and 

deceive in order to get what he wants. His students 
know this yet they still support and promote him. 

 
•   Wali ud Din Durrani, Abu Habibullah as-Somali, all 

need to issue a public retraction for the lies they have 
been spreading on behalf of and under the guidance 
and instruction of Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon. They 
were so blind that they did not even check the truth 
and now that the truth is clear, lets see if they are 
upright and truthful and apologise publically for the 
falsehood they spread. 

 
•   Zulfiker Ibrahim Memon is a big fitnah maker as per 

Shuayb Junagarhi, his own friend and that he is an 
emotionally aggressive person.  
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I advise everyone to keep away from Zulfiker Ibrahim 
Memon, and look at how he has behaved with the family of 
Shaykh Muhammad Ra’is Nadwi 
 
May Allah protect us from this evil kazzab. Amin. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


